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We used contract goat grazing to control invasive species 
and fescue on my black walnut tree farm from mid-April to 
mid-October 2019.  
 

The walnut trees varied in age from 2 years to 30 years 
old. Trees less than five inches DBH had wire cages in-
stalled for protection from deer, which generally proved  

effective against goat browsing. 

 

 

 

We contracted with the local affiliate of an Iowa-based 
company called “Goats-on-the-Go”. The contract 
required them to provide enough goats to browse off 
invasive species and fescue in an 11-acre area with 
one pass of rotational grazing. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The contractor would do all fence set-up and take-down, and  
remain responsible for goat health. The contractor normally pro-
vides the electric fence and charger for goat paddocks, but I elect-
ed to buy fence and charger, since I was certain I wanted to try 
goat grazing for several years in a row. 
 

I bought the electric fence and charger from Premier1Supplies.  
The fence is light gauge nylon mesh with wire woven into it, the 
posts are Fiberglas step-in, and the charger has a solar panel to 
keep the battery charged. One person can set up and take down 
enough fence for a 1-acre paddock in one to three hours. The 
fence is only 38” tall, but the contractor’s goats are conditioned to 
avoid the fence, so we had no trouble with goats trying to go over, 
under, or through the fence.  
 

 

Above: Goats were delivered spring 2019 to an 
area infested with bush honeysuckle, sericea 
lespedeza and autumn olive. 

Above: Area left of fence was grazed while the area right 
of the fence has been mowed only. Notice the collar of 
vegetation around the trees that can’t be mowed, but the 
goats can graze that vegetation.  
 

Right: Goats grazing sericea and autumn olive. We  used 
2-gallon plastic jugs to fill a water pan for the goats. 



The contractor provided 25 Boer goats, all female. Twenty of the goats were just over one year old and inexperienced, 
five were three years old or older and had experience. The contractor was agreeable to changing the age mix, or in-
creasing or decreasing the herd size if our objectives were not being met, but as it turned out we kept the same 25 goats 
all season. 
 

We discussed paddock layout with the contractor before each move. Each paddock size was slightly different due to 
type and density of foliage to be grazed, estimated rate of foliage growth, and the length of time we estimated it would 
take the goats to graze off the foliage. 
 

To minimize the time and effort needed for fence set up and take down, each paddock was adjacent to the last paddock. 
Before setting up fence we close-mowed an aisle where the fence would be. We did this for two reasons: ease of setting 
up the fence, and to reduce the likelihood of fence voltage drop due to current leakage into tall grass when it is wet with 
dew. We also found we should not leave unused fence standing during the height of the growing season since tall grass 
makes fence take down more difficult. 
  

Paddocks were laid out so that goats had trees for shelter from summer sun and heavy rain since we did not provide 
any other shelter for the goats. We kept a thirty gallon pan full of water at all times by bringing cans of water to the pad-
dock as needed in a pickup truck. Over the course of 22 weeks we set up and took down 14 paddocks, which ranged in 
size from 0.3 acres to 2.0 acres. 
 

Early in the season we put the goats in paddocks with mature bush honeysuckle which did not work well because much 
of the foliage was out of reach. But by the mid-
dle of the season we had figured out what size 
foliage the goats could handle and the opera-
tion then went smoothly. Excluding the first two 
months of trial and error, our average paddock 
size was 0.6 acres, which the 25 goats would 
graze off in an average of 9 days. 
 

 
Conclusion: 
We found that contracting for goat grazing was 
easy, effective, and comparable to (though 
slightly more expensive than) the cost of ma-
chine mowing. As with any invasive species 
suppression effort, once is not enough. As with  
spraying or machine cutting, goat grazing will 
need to be done over multiple years to achieve 
control of these invasives.  
 
 

Left: Sericea lespedeza after goat 
browsing.  Nothing left but stems 
which are very easy to mow off.  
Goats like fresh sericea! 



Our Findings 
Effectiveness: 
We found the goats were effective in browsing off all the leaves of autumn olive and bush honeysuckle when the plants 
are no taller than 6 feet and stalk diameter is no larger than one inch. Goats will climb and break down small stalks, and 
eat the leaves, but they are not big enough to break big stalks. The goats effectively ate all leaves off sericea lespedeza 
leaving only the bare stalk, and they kept fescue browsed as low as it had been when we mowed it.  
 

NOTE:  If you have full-grown autumn olive or bush honeysuckle plants, you can cut the stalks with a chainsaw and the 
goats will eat the fallen stalks bare of leaves very quickly. But you are then left with a thicket of stumps and bare stalks 
that is time consuming to clear. We recommend machine clearing areas of mature autumn olive and bush honeysuckle 
first, then bringing in goats the next year to graze off the 

re-sprouts.  An alternative is to hinge-cut the stalks (if they are 
not too densely intertwined), let the stalks fall, and the goats 
will browse off the leaves. 
 

Cost: 
• This season we used the goats to both defoliate (to the 

browse line) tall invasives and to graze fescue, so we can-
not make a direct cost comparison with mowing.  Next 
year we will be able to make that comparison since we will 
have the invasives cut to ground level. 

  

• To make an accurate comparison we will need to graze 
goats over the same acreage every year for several years. 
These numbers do not include the one-time cost of buying 
fence. This first year was an experiment and some of pad-
docks were in areas unsuitable for goat grazing, so the 
cost per acre was higher than we expect it to be next year. 
We will plan appropriate paddocks and have the goats do 
two passes in future years. 

 

• This season the goats cost about $820 per acre.   
 

Convenience: 
With goat grazing we found it very convenient to:  
• not be responsible for any animal care (or machine 

maintenance and fuel) if we had continued to mow the 
same areas 

• be able to mutually agree with the contractor as to location 
and size of each successive paddock, 

• be able to mutually agree with the contractor when a paddock 
had been sufficiently grazed, and  

• have the contractor do all fence moves.   
 

Additional Key Points: 
Two advantages goat grazing has over mowing are: 
 

 goats can graze right after a rain while mowers have to wait until grass is dry, and goats can graze the weeds, grass 
and invasive species right at the base of trees which mowers can’t reach. 

 

 We saw no instances of goats rubbing the trees enough to cause bark damage, nor did we see any evidence of soil 
compaction.  

 

We had no trouble with predators trying to attack the goat herd, but we purposely did not put them in isolated areas or 
use any mother goats with goat kids. 

Above: Goats can break down branches on autumn 
olive as tall as six feet, but you still have the stalks 
standing.  When invasives are smaller, several 
years of browsing off the leaves should kill the 
whole plant leaving only a small stalk that can be 
easily mowed. 


